CAMINO MIÑOTO RIBEIRO
with the town of St James the Apostle. It seems to be the spine of a territory which
englobes among other characteristics, the three distinctive elements which bestow its
very own character: Nature, Thermal Water and Wine.

: "... today the Way of St James still leads in its major part
through those very same trails, numerous Roman roads and paved mediaeval tracks..."
This relational character can be traced to really ancient times, as it connects ancient
ruins and prehistoric settlements, and the great abundance of megalithic sites and
tombs, which remind us of the primitive inhabitants of these places.
These providencial developments and vitality would be later enriched with one
exceptional Roman road that runs across this ancient itinerary, the "Via Aquis Originis Lucus". Thus, from the lands of Bracara Augus
r we finally arrive at Ribeiro. The
wine of this region has been transported to Santiago by the carriers, who share the
route with the pilgrims.
A clear reflection of this reality was a request made by Don
–the general captain of the Kingdom of Galicia– during a tribute in
memory of the canon of the Santiago Cathedral D. Jorge Cisneros. After taking a bath
in hot springs in the town of Cortegada he complained about the situation of the roads
leading from there to Santiago, the bridges and crossings, which were in a bad state,
.
All this was made possible thanks to numerous services which had developed along the
route, related to pilgrimages and winery. The order of the Templars, the hospitals of St
John, later reconstructed as one of order of Malta, left significant heritage. Thus we
have records of hospi
.
Fiães (St Mary of Fiães
, or the church of Santiago de Barbeita (St
James of Barbeita) in Monção
.
Hospital del Condado, San Pedro de la Torre (Padrenda), Priorato de Refoxos
(Cortegada), San Mauro (Arnoia), up to 6 hospitals in the town of Ribadavia, Cabanelas
and, of course, those in Beade y Pazos de Arenteiro.
It is both curious and significant that all these strategically located institutions seem to
have one thing in common: the abundance of thermal waters. From 'caldas de Lobios'

(hot springs in Lobios), through those in Monção
, Padrenda (La G
, Arnoia, Prexigueiro, they all provided the perfect relief to the
exhausted pilgrims, or any other ailment they had suffered on their way.
A BRIEF HISTORICAL TRAJECTORY OF THE ROUTE
Itinerary
No doubt we are talking a
.
.
The route has three possible crossing from Portugal to Spain:
1. From northern Portugal (Monção

Santiago de Compostela.
2. Braga, Ponte da Lima, Ponte da Barca towards Baixa Limia, Lobios and Entrimo,
Castro Leboreiro, where it connects with the main route.
3. Braga, Terras de Bouro, ancient Roman road Via XVIII, until the outskirts of
Lobios and towards Entrimo and Castro Leboreiro, where it connects with the
main route.

Azoreira vil
.
.
Condado
Hospital it joins pilgrim routes coming from Monção
Pontebarxas, and with the ones from Fiães and Paderne, from Pousafoles to
Lavandeira.
You would follow Saa, Laxa, Trado (Pontedeva), crossing Ponte Trado, which
.
, A Barca, Louredo (San
Vicente monastery), and Meréns, where we join those coming from Gomesende, after
they have rested in Refoxos Priory. Then we head to Arnoia and Ponte Castrelo, where
we would meet pilgrims coming from Celanova or Reza, going towards Ribadavia.
Next, setting off from San Cristovo
t

, we head to Beade towards Regadas, then
.

Fenteiras, Sonelle, Santas, Hermida, Portela de Lamas, Soutelo, Vilapouca, Cachafeiro,
Ponte Gomail, Forcarei, Chamosa, Salgueiras, Leboso, Quintillán
, San Cristovo
Santiago de Compostela.

